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Fancy a new bathroom?
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A beautiful bathroom is like a holiday. There 

is something new to experience every day.
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Living bathrooms. The Duravit brand. Holidays are like all beautiful mo-

ments in life – they are over far too quickly. What wouldn’t you give to have 

somewhere you could escape to for a mini break – even several times a 

day? Somewhere you go in order to relax, refresh yourself and just to feel 

good. A spa for the home where you can enjoy beneficial water and well-

ness treatments. A dream bathroom that, with ultimate fusion of aesthet-

ics and practicality, makes life a little more comfortable – and that can 

be as relaxing and refreshing as a mini break. And if that isn’t enough: 

compared with holiday memories that will inevitably fade, Duravit wash-

ing areas, WCs, bathtubs and furniture offer one crucial advantage: they 

are here to stay. This is thanks to the extraordinary high quality, high-end 

materials, careful manufacture and, last but not least, timeless design of 

Duravit products.
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Life is an adventure. 

Ours started in 1817.
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The tradition of the Duravit brand. Even a company that has set great 

precedents with its centuries-old tradition once “started small.” It all be-

gan in Hornberg, Germany in 1817 when Georg Friedrich Horn built an 

earthenware factory initially focused solely on the manufacture of crock-

ery. In 1956, production evolved from earthenware to porcelain, extending 

the product range to include sanitary ceramics. This provided a platform 

for future success and also introduced the sanitary world to a new name: 

Duravit. Today, Duravit AG operates at an international level and boasts 10 

production plants with a workforce of more than 5,000 employees world-

wide – an indication of Duravit’s tremendous evolution, which has always 

been rooted in a “tradition of innovation.” And Duravit continues to demon-

strate its eagerness to charter new territory with its innovative technology, 

extraordinary design and the development of new product segments.
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(from left to right)
Sieger Design, Philippe Starck, 

Lord Norman Foster, Phoenix Design, 

Andreas Struppler, Frank Huster, 

EOOS, Jochen Schmiddem, 

Herbert Schultes

Working on the perfect form…

with the best designers in the world. 
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The Duravit design brand. How do we actually recognize good design? After 

all, individual tastes can be so very different. Nevertheless, certain attri-

butes serve as benchmarks and qualifiers for innovation. First, Duravit has 

been the proud recipient of numerous international design awards. These 

awards celebrate bold design, which has become Duravit’s hallmark over 

the years. Second, there are the designers themselves. Each designer is a 

specialist in his field – a prominent global innovator with an inherent sense 

for good design. Good design, as Duravit and its designers see it, is never 

at the expense of practicality – neither is interested in “design for design’s 

sake.” And third? That’s you, the bathroom user, and your own set of needs 

and requirements. Thanks to an ongoing dialogue with its trade partners 

and sanitaryware dealers, Duravit is best able to address these needs and 

requirements in the brand’s designs. Simply put, Duravit recognizes good 

bathroom design by the fact that it seems specially-created to suit all indi-

vidual tastes.
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How can we face the future with ease? 

By acting responsibly.
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Duravit and sustainability. Today, everyone’s talking about environmental 

responsibility – a practice that Duravit has championed for years in its se-

lection of materials, technological applications and production methods. 

Sustainability is the very reason Duravit continues to work with sanitary 

ceramic, a material that dates back to 8,000 BC. Today, the manufacture 

of Duravit sanitaryware ceramic continues to employ the same basic ma-

terials – clay, kaolin, feldspar and quartz – a set of natural, regenera-

tive substances. This fusion of Duravit’s environmentally-friendly produc-

tion technologies with the company’s meticulous quality control results in 

products that are highly functional and long-lasting. At Duravit, sustain-

able materials, modern expertise and the foresight to recognize what will 

be important tomorrow comprise the essential ingredients for beautiful 

– and responsible – living bathrooms.
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We are a sponsor of the Black Forest 

Nature Park Central/North 

There’s no place like home. 

And we’ll make sure this continues.
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The region behind the Duravit brand. One source of Duravit’s tremen-

dous strength, which it continues to cultivate, is its deep connection to 

the Black Forest. For Duravit, living in harmony with nature is the most 

natural thing in the world. This is why Duravit is, for example, a partner 

and sponsor of the Black Forest natural park, a large nature reserve that 

is also Germany’s largest natural park. Additionally, Duravit does every-

thing possible to protect natural elements like water, air and soil – a pro-

cess that starts with resource-saving manufacturing methods, which em-

ploy technologies such as water treatment and heat recovery. The logical 

continuation of this is manifested in the products themselves, which are 

water-saving. Even with new products, Duravit takes into impact on the 

environment and ensures that, whatever it manufactures, it uses natural 

resources responsibly. And these efforts have certainly been recognized: 

Duravit AG has officially been certified for its commitment to the environ-

ment in accordance with ISO 14001.
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Welcome to Duravit. In Hornberg, in Meissen, 

in New York – in fact, anywhere in the world.
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The international breadth of the Duravit brand. Perhaps at a time when 

the world is getting smaller by the day, it may not be so unique to have 

production plants and showrooms around the globe. Nevertheless, we are 

more than a little proud to be able to welcome you to our showrooms in 

Manhattan, Paris or Shanghai. On the other hand, you don’t actually have 

to be in a metropolis in order to step foot inside the Duravit world. The 

Duravit Design Center, located in Hornberg – at the heart of Germany’s 

Black Forest – offers a very authentic Duravit experience. Designed by 

Philippe Starck, The Duravit Design Center showcases bathrooms, build-

ing history and design options over an area of more than 1,500 m2. 

Another option is to visit Duravit’s 600 m2 showroom in Meissen, where you 

can find out everything you want to know about our bathroom and wellness 

products. Both showrooms have one thing in common: they offer you an 

opportunity to create your very own Duravit dream bathroom. And—you can 

even try out the products for yourself! Why not make an appointment?

1

1

1

2

3

4

2 4

Duravit Showrooms in (1) Hornberg, (2) New York, (3) Meissen and (4) Paris. 

(1) Duravit Design Center: Werderstraße 36, 78132 Hornberg, Germany

(2) Duravit NYC: 105 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016, USA

(3) Duravit Sanitärporzellan Meißen: Ziegelstraße 3, 01662 Meißen, Germany

(4) Salon d’Eau: 146, avenue Ledru-Rollin, 75011 Paris, France
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PuraVida
Contemporary, because timeless: with its rounded 

corners and characteristic curve, the PuraVida complete 

range creates a new lightness in the bathroom.
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The more complex and advanced our world becomes, the more we desire an es-

cape to a new more “emotional” way of seeing things. Spanish for “pure life”, the 

PuraVida design is the physical expression of this claim: the brainchild of Phoenix 

Design, the design of this extraordinary complete range makes minimalism ap-

proachable by giving it a new feminine touch. PuraVida’s graceful appearance, 

inviting surfaces and subtle luxury make the collection ideal for people who are not 

interested in prestige but in contemporary forms, enjoyment and joie de vivre.

Design by Phoenix Design
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A special feature of the PuraVida range is the high-gloss furniture fi nish – dignifi ed but not fl ashy. The possible colour com-

binations are white/white, white/aluminium (left), white/red (left), white/black (1) and white/ebony (2). White/red and white/

black are available in two different tones and combinations. In addition to the consoles shown, the entire furniture range from 

the vanity unit to the mobile storage unit is available in all variants.

2

1
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With PuraVida, the rounded corners that soften the 

geometry are immediately apparent, as are the furniture’s 

characteristic soft, elegant curves that serve as handles 

on the drawers and cabinet doors. This prominent 

feature is echoed consistently throughout the range and 

brings the ceramics and furniture together to create a 

harmonious whole.
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The recessed grip on the PuraVida 

tall cabinet opens both the upper 

and the lower element. Inside, the 

furniture sports many attractive 

and practical details, such as the 

rails on the inside of the doors. 

The cabinets themselves are 

available with glass shelves; a 

narrow drawer is also integrated 

into the centre shelf.
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The proverbial lightness of the range is apparent in the PuraVida cabinets: the semi-high cabinet (top) appears to fl oat freely on the 

wall. This weightlessness is underlined by the soft curve of the recessed handles with their “fl ash” of colour that is the same colour 

as the respective surface combination, here shown in black/white.
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Another “fl oating” object: the side panel of the PuraVida mirror cabinet tapers towards the back to again create the impres-

sion of utter weightlessness. The sense of spaciousness also prevails when the cabinet doors are opened: the rear panel and 

insides of the doors are mirrored and there are lights and double sockets behind an aluminium panel at the top. (below left) 
A fl ush-mounted light in the mirrors ensures optimum illumination.
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1

3

A confi dent statement: The free-standing PuraVida bath (large illustration) features simple, uninterrupted lines. Alternatively, 

it is also available with rectangular acrylic panelling and integrated strip light, which offers a discreet fl ash of the respec-

tive furniture colour, or with a soft shimmering LED light – a subtle and contemporary luxury (small illustration below). The 

collection of PuraVida baths comprises one free-standing, one console and three built-in versions, plus a shower tray in two 

sizes, both with and without apron (right).
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The rounded corners and unmistakeable PuraVida lines also feature in the WC area. The WC and bidet are available both in 

the 36 x 54 cm wall-mounted version (left) and in the 36 x 63 cm fl oor-standing version with visible cistern (above). Once 

again, the parts appear to fl oat and communicate the typical PuraVida lightness. All WC seats feature the silent SoftClose 

lowering mechanism.

       More information about PuraVida

All dimensions and order numbers >page 295/326

WonderGliss >page 263

Bathtubs and shower trays >page 180/244
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Bathroom and home enhancement: 

with flat forms and warm wood finishes, the 

entire 2nd floor range ensures an elegantly 

furnished bathroom.

2nd fl oor
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We no longer consider the bathroom a separate, isolated room, but instead an 

open, cozy seamless space. With 2nd floor, Sieger Design and Duravit pay tribute 

to this idea. A combined high-quality design collection and comfortable furniture 

range, 2nd floor uses simple means to design an elegant, inviting room. Its many 

warm wood elements provide an engaging contrast to the white of the ceramic 

and sanitary acrylic. Thanks to a variety of available dimensions and options, it 

is possible to create an attractive washing area in every architectural situation, 

including smaller rooms, such as guest bathrooms and powder rooms.

Design by Sieger Design
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(left) The 2nd fl oor mirrors and mirror cabinets feature light strips on each side that ensure optimum illumination. (1) The 

console basin with console. (2) The drawers with soft-close function are easy to use and are a feature of the mobile storage 

unit and all other furniture. (3) The optional matte stainless steel surface fi nish for the inner basin creates a sleek look while 

maintaining optimum easy-care properties. (4) The built-in basin with console and additional towel rail, 50 cm or 100 cm. 

Practical: The towel can be removed from the front. Wood fi nish: Ebony (real wood veneer).
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Fresh perspectives in room design: The 2nd fl oor 
vanity unit features an illuminated shelf unit at 
the back and is positioned at a 90° angle. The 
two-sided revolving mirror comes with touch-LED 
and a night light feature. The mirrored sliding 
door on the 1 m wide tall cabinet refl ects the core 
design concept of 2nd fl oor, which aims to offer 
new perspectives in the bathroom.
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(below) The 2nd fl oor furniture range embodies sheer elegance. The tall cabinet, which provides ample storage space behind 

its mirrored cabinet doors, is shown here in the Rosewood (décor) fi nish. Light strips at each side ensure optimum lighting. 

The modular dimensions of the furniture in widths of 40, 60, 80 and 120 cm are carefully thought-out. (top) Each detail of the 

bathtub is simultaneously chic and practical. The “invisible” outlet, which can be lifted, is concealed beneath an acrylic cover, 

thus making cleaning incredibly easy. The necessary tool is included. The bathtub is also available with optional waterfall 

tap.
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The 120 cm-wide washbasin vanity unit 

offers lots of storage space within its two 

fully extendable drawers. The matching 

washbasin is available for one tap fi tting 

or as a double washing area.
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2nd fl oor is warm and inviting in the Bleached Oak fi nish (real wood veneer). Here, too, the room derives its energy from the 

fusion of ceramic, acrylic and wood – the symbiosis of elegance and comfort. Everything stays spic and span thanks to plenty 

of great storage ideas, like the wall-mounted board below the washbasin and the drawer integrated into the bathtub panelling, 

which creates a convenient space for towels and toiletries.
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1 2

3 4

(left) The “classical” washbasin with ceramic pedestal. The surround at the edge of the basin functions as a convenient sto-

rage surface. (1) Floor-standing bidet and WC in the Vario version, with visible cistern and connection that fi ts fl ush with the 

wall. (2) Wall-mounted bidet and WC. (3) Floor-standing bidet and WC. (4) Floor-standing bidet and WC for in-wall cistern. The 

SoftClose mechanism comes standard on all WC seats and lids (small picture).
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The room is beautifully furnished 

with the painted vanity unit in 

White high gloss combined with 

the Vero built-in washbasin and 

the rotating mirror that hangs 

from the ceiling. 
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43

1 2

Available in myriad dimensions and versions, 2nd fl oor offers unique solutions, ranging from pure ceramic to vanity unit, large 

master baths to small powder rooms. (left) The vanity unit that acts as room divider in White High gloss (lacquer) and fully 

glazed built-in washbasin. (1) Handrinse basin plus all-around wooden panel in the Bleached Oak fi nish (real wood veneer). 

(2) Washbasin with wall-mounted vanity unit. (3) Handrinse basin with fl oor-standing vanity unit. (4) Washbasin with ceramic 

semi-pedestal.

       More information about  2nd floor

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 276/317

WonderGliss >page 263

Overview of furniture finishes  >page 270

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 180/244
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Fogo
Real wood: with its pure, engaging design 

and beautiful real-wood finishes, the Fogo 

bathroom furniture range perfectly combines 

aesthetics and comfort.
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Real wood in the bathroom – something that is increasingly in demand by people 

who want a warm, inviting and comfortable home. The Fogo bathroom furni-

ture range sets precedents in good design.  It brings comfort to your fingertips 

with five real-wood finish options. The consoles, vanity units, tall cabinets, mirror 

cabinets and mobile storage units not only share their natural real-wood look, 

but also their sleek, clean lines. Meticulous craftsmanship down to the very last 

detail ensures enduring beauty.

Design by Duravit
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Vanity units to match the Vero washbasins 

are available in widths 45 cm to 120 cm. 

(right) The Fogo mirror cabinet with surface-mounted light, socket and sensor switch, available in widths 60, 80, 100 and 120 cm. 

The mirror cabinet features a translucent shelf with an integrated indirect light source that illuminates both the inside of the 

cabinet and the washbasin beneath. A special feature: the distinctive look of the Fogo front is echoed in the mirrored doors. The 

mobile container with large handle and smooth-closing pull-out compartment and interior drawer. Finish: Bleached Oak (real wood 

veneer).
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The practical vanity units with plenty of 

storage space are available to complement 

the Vero washbasin range.
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1

43

2

You can never have enough storage space in the bathroom. Fogo offers a variety of practical and attractive solutions, e.g.: 

(left) washbasin vanity unit with large interior drawer. (1) Console with drawer in Bleached Oak (real wood veneer). (2) Semi-

high cabinets, closed, 80 x 50 x 25 cm. (3) When opened, the semi-high cabinets reveal lots of extra space in the cabinet door, 

as well as functional glass shelves with rims. (4) Console with abundant storage space and practical towel rail. Finish, apart 

from with (1): American Walnut (real wood veneer).
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2 3

1

(left) The vanity units and all Fogo furniture match the consoles and feature distinctive chrome handles. (1) There is an extra 

drawer inside the pull-out unit of the vanity, which helps keep things even tidier. (2) Thanks to the glass shelves with rim, the 

inside of the 8 cm thick cabinet door offers space for all smaller bathroom toiletries. The robust hinges are easy to adjust. (3) 
With dimensions of 176 x 50 x 42 or 23 cm, the tall cabinet proves to be a particularly spacious storage miracle.
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The Fogo console just 360 mm deep is 

available with either one or two drawers. 
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13 American Walnut

24 Macassar

26 American Cherry Tree

65 Bleached Oak

93 Ash Olive

Variations in real wood: Whether it’s warm and inviting American Cherry Tree, dark 

and sophisticated American Walnut or Macassar, understated Bleached Oak or the 

extravagant wild grain of Ash Olive, the fi ve different Fogo fi nishes offer something 

for every taste.

       More information about  Fogo

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 287

Overview of furniture finishes  >page 270

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 180/244
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Consistently rectangular, consistently successful: 

the Vero range of ceramics is the archetype of 

minimalist form and a modern classic.

Vero
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Cinema screen or computer monitor, fridge or milk carton, a room, a table, this 

brochure: our world is inconceivable without the rectangle. Perhaps this is why 

we are so attracted to Vero: the forms of this ceramic range are entirely restricted

to the rectangle. It’s a restriction that gives rise to new possibilities: this is 

because Vero is one of the most versatile ceramic ranges of all time. With mini-

malist design at its core and the strong support of Duravit’s ceramic tradition and 

expertise, Vero is impressive in terms of its form, function and quality.

Design by Duravit
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(left) Minimalist and chic: the rectangular Vero washbasin marks the beginning of a complete range of ceramics, shown here 

with chrome support frame and designer siphon. (top) Washbasins and handrinse basins are supplemented by an extensive 

range of WCs. Shown here is the Vero fl oor-standing bidet and WC with convenient cistern and automatic SoftClose seat. (small 
image) The Vero urinal with cover makes a hygienic addition to private bathrooms and powder rooms. This, too, adopts the 

principle of the right angle.
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(below) Attractive alternative to the “classical” washbasin: the Vero semi-recessed washbasin with the Fogo console is the 

perfect synthesis of compact dimensions and usable space. (right) Bidet and WC in wall-mounted versions. The toilet seat with 

automatic SoftClose system fi ts fl ush with the ceramic, creating a harmonious ensemble. The entire collection features the 

same design lines, just as (below right) the washbasin with vanity unit, the back-to-wall bathtub and the back-to-wall bathtub 

and the fully glazed console basin with tap area.
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The Vero handrinse basin is available in 

a variety of options and is the perfect problem-solver 

wherever space is particularly tight. 
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11 2

3 4

The form of the right angle is suitable for all room layouts – and, thanks to the myriad dimensions in which Vero is available, 

it provides an ideal solution for smaller rooms guest bathrooms and powder rooms. (left) Vero handrinse basin and WC. The 

handrinse basin is available in widths 25 to 50 cm and in various options, such as (2) along the wall, with tap fi tting at the 

side and (3) with larger inside basin and a larger storage area. This looks simply fantastic with the Duravit designer siphon 

and the matching corner valves. When combined with consoles or countertops, things really start to look welcoming: (1) The 

Vero built-in basin with tap area is fi tted from above. (4) Alternative: The Vero built-in washbasin can be inserted from below 

into panels made of any conceivable material.
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Minimalist and comfortable: Vero in combination with bathtub panelling and vanity units 

in a matching design. Choose from all real wood and wood decor fi nishes from the Fogo 

and X-Large ranges.
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3 4

Vero – how to transform 90° angles and 100 % Duravit quality into 1,000 great washing area ideas. (left) The handrinse basin 

with narrow projection. (1) Console basin with two tap fi ttings on the console. (2) Vero washbasin with chrome support frame, 

two legs, height adjustable, with all-round rails as towel holder. (3) The classical wall-mounted washbasin, pure and simple. 
(4) Double washing area solution with two console basins.

       More information about  Vero

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 309/338

WonderGliss >page 263

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 180/244
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Washbasin plus mirror plus lighting 

plus storage: Mirrorwall offers it all in 

a striking one-piece lightweight unit.

Mirrorwall
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The bathroom is the place we go to rejuvenate, relax, and prepare for a new day – 

daily rituals we couldn’t achieve without bathroom essentials like the washbasin, 

mirror and light. Duravit’s Mirrorwall combines all of these elements to create 

an ideal all-encompassing lightweight wall system for the bathroom. In creating 

Mirrorwall, designer Herbert Schultes combined his signature minimalism with 

graceful elegance through an unusual mix of materials such as glass, wood and 

ceramic fused with an intelligent touch LED light system

Design by Herbert Schultes
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Mirrorwall provides a plethora of mirrored surfaces, inviting us 

to check our appearance from head to toe. The smooth ceramic 

facades of the spacious drawers provide an interesting contrast 

to the overall piece, and embody genuine innovation.
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(left) The large mirrored surface of Mirrorwall makes the room look more spacious and clean. Behind the mirror and cera-

mic fronts is cleverly concealed storage space. (1) A continuous mirror surface is revealed at eye level behind the mirrored 

door. The doors feature removable wooden compartments. (2) For all types of toiletries. The drawers (3) and base units (4) 
underneath the furniture console provide additional space for towel storage.

1 2

3 4
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Optimum bright and non-glare 500 lux lighting.
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       More information about Mirrorwall

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 294

WonderGliss >page 263

Overview of furniture finishes  >page 270

Bathtubs and shower trays >page 180/244

(left) A 500 lux clip-on lamp with specially-developed refl ecting “sail” provides perfect illumination for those from 160 to 

195 cm in height. Alternatively, two rotatable light columns (3) light up the mirror perfectly and in the right intensity while 

also illuminating the room. The indirect lighting of the optional side-mounted LED strip with changing colour sequences (1, 4) 
provides additional atmospheric effects. The system is operated by touch LED (2) or optional wireless switch.

1 2

3 4
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Happy D.
Archetypical bathroom design in the shape of a “D”: 

a complete range of products with great value—to 

make everyone happy.
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D for design

Sieger Design used one letter 

to create an entire collection: 

the Happy D. washbasin.
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Why is Happy D. so successful? Perhaps because the range is reasonably priced in 

spite of its high design quality. Perhaps because Happy D. is such a versatile bath-

room range. Perhaps because the D-shaped washbasin is unmistakable. Happy D.

is to bathroom design what Bauhaus is to architecture: simple, elegant and time-

lessly modern — a veritable icon that has gained many friends and numerous 

design prizes since it was introduced.

Design by Sieger Design
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The varied selection of products in the Happy D. range shows how an entire design universe can be created from a single 

letter: washbasins, console basins, handrinse basins, WCs, bidets, bathtubs and wellness products in all sizes and variations, 

supported by an extensive furniture range. Despite its extensive options, the Happy D. range allows for simple planning. Its 

distinctive language also makes it possible not only to design for different room layouts but also for different furnishing 

styles.
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Clear and uncluttered: the Happy D. bathroom is streamlined and sleek. This consistency in design is refl ected in the bidet, WC 

and washbasin with design siphon and chrome towel rail underneath. The freestanding bathtub with acrylic panelling - also 

available with a whirlpool system – makes for a perfect centerpiece.
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Part of the success of Happy D. can also be attributed to its extensive furniture range. The practical modular range and 

chic singular pieces are available in two designs. (below) The variable consoles provide a large design scope: with or without 

vanity unit, right or left, with washbasin or console basin. The vanity units are available in various widths, fi tted precisely to 

the ceramic. (right) There are fi ve fi nishes in real wood veneer, wood decor or White High gloss.
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22 White High gloss

24 Macassar

26 American Cherry Tree

65 Bleached Oak13 American Walnut
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Like the vanity units, the Happy D. consoles offer plenty of storage space, as does the wall-mounted tall cabinet (176 x 50 x 

36 cm), shown here in American Cherry Tree real wood veneer. Happy D. bidets and toilets are available as fl oor-standing or 

wall mounted version (right).
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       More information about  Happy D. 

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 290/321

WonderGliss >page 263

Overview of furniture finishes >page 270

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 180/244
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More than luxury: Starck X by designer 

Philippe Starck maximizes minimalism 

to create a unique and incomparable 

bathroom range.

Starck X
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In mathematics the letter x stands for an “unknown” figure. In the Chinese 

Taoism, it represents elevation to deity. In bathroom design it stands for the start 

of a new era — and an exceptional bathroom range. Starck X by designer Philippe 

Starck maximizes minimalism — a minimalism, incidentally, that required 

expert-crafted finishing. It was worth the effort: the ceramics, furniture, bathtubs 

and accessories in the Starck X range exist in a category of their own. Is it luxury? 

Is it extravagance? Is it excessive? No, it’s Starck X.

Design by Philippe Starck
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The crafted artistry that goes into Starck X is exemplifi ed by the unusual shape of the range: the striking cylindrical wash-

basins have a diameter of 400 or 495 mm and rest on rectangular ceramic bases. Their sculptural character elevates them 

to unmistakable and inimitable works of art. (small picture) Alternative or addition? The rectangular Starck X washbasin for 

wall mounting, 705 x 520 mm, simple, pure and striking.
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(left) The body of the tall cabinet (1760 x 500 x 335 mm) appears to “fl oat” on the wall, while there are no handles to 

disturb its pure, clean look. The cabinet’s interior, available in white or platinum, has plenty of room for towels and toiletries. 

(top) Pure lines: the mirror (1106 x 766 mm) with integrated sensor-controlled lighting and the cubic, sculptured washbasin 

(705 x 520 mm). (small picture) The 1100 mm wide Starck X washbasin is unusual in design, proportion and colour. Available 

in white or platinum, it doubles as an additional work area with enough room for all toiletries. 
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The consistency in design of Starck X ceramic is also exemplifi ed in the WC. Like the washbasin and furniture ranges, the bidet 

and WC are cubic. An innovative detail: the recess on the bidet cover, which reveals the fl at inset tap fi ttings. The fi ttings are 

unusually positioned, a factor that proved challenging but worthwhile for both the designers and engineers. The bidet and WC 

are available as fl oor or wall-mounted versions, both with the practical soft-close seat.
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The outstanding focal point of the Starck X bathroom is the 

freestanding bathtub. See page 188 for further details. 
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Rectangular, sleek and minimalist, the Starck X acrylic bathtub is an open invitation to indulge in luxury. Occupants can 

fully immerse themselves in the water thanks to an all-around overfl ow channel, which can be individually designed with 

stones (left) or teak inserts. The teak inserts are also available for the Starck shower trays (small picture). Remote-

controlled lighting is a soothing option. And for the ultimate in pure lines, the freestanding version Starck X bathtub sets new 

precedent. (above).

        More information about Starck X

All dimensions and order numbers >page 306/330

WonderGliss >page 263

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 180/244
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Philippe Starck’s design searches for 

the origin of things – the simple, natural, 

fundamental elements of life. With his Starck 1 

range, he achieved just that…and almost 

immediately wrote bathroom history. 

Starck 1
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With Starck 1, Philippe Starck and Duravit have returned to the beginnings of 

hygiene, body care and wellness in addition to the evolution of the bathroom. The 

Starck 1 toilet, bathtub and washbasin are unmistakable descendents of their his-

toric predecessors – the bucket, tub and washbowl – even though they have been 

completely reinterpreted. It’s great to know that something good doesn’t have 

to be “optimized”: since their market launch in 1994, all products in the range – 

ceramic, furniture, tubs, accessories – have been meticulously crafted by hand 

using the same methods. This quality is nothing less than you would expect from 

a modern classic like Starck 1.

Design by Philippe Starck
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The Starck barrel is available in two paint fi nishes 

(85 White High gloss and 40 Black High gloss) and in three warm 

real wood veneers (96 Pearwood Tone, 13 American Walnut, 24 Macassar)
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(top) The purity and minimalism of the design of the Starck 1 range is as unique as the individual products: this is perhaps 

most noticeable with the barrel-shaped washbasin with real wood fi nish. Alternatively, it is also available in Black and White 

High gloss. With this and the other washbasin variants in the range (left), a gentle movement sweeps through the ceramic 

washbowl, like a drop of water on a sheet of paper, forming a gentle recess.
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(top) Majestically minimalist: the freestanding Starck 1 bathtub (with/without whirl system) combines 

the simplicity of a semicircle and straight line to create movement and a distinctive rim. The sleek, 

attractive rectangular version is also suitable for installation in wall or corner applications. (left) 
Extravagance via reduction: the wedge-shaped urinal, available both with and without cover.
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(top) The metamorphosis of a bucket: whether wall-mounted or fl oor-standing, the Starck 1 WC and bidet boldly refl ect their 

heritage. A geometric contrast that features a clear and consistent reduced design: the seemingly monolithic cistern with the 

fl oor-standing WC. Fitted with the stop+go button and 6-litre fl ushing technology, it goes easy on water but not on hygiene. 

This comes with a matching WC seat with the comfortable SoftClose function

       More information about Starck 1

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 297/316/332

WonderGliss >page 263

Overview of furniture finishes  >page 270

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 180/244
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Reduced forms, attractive price. Or vice-versa. 

With the Starck 2 bathroom range, Duravit offers 

high-quality design in the mid-range price category.

Starck 2
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A true Starck, but less elaborate: this was the inspiration behind the second 

Duravit – Philippe Starck collaboration. The result: Starck 2, a range of ceramics 

that is the ultimate successor to its famous predecessor, Starck 1. Starck 2 also 

derives its inspiration from the origins of bathroom design: the ceramic forms 

embody the flowing movement of water and allow us to see the bathroom through 

a new set of eyes. Starck 2 – the bathroom as a source.

Design by Philippe Starck
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Sophisticated in form, diverse in application: thanks to its myriad dimensions and variants, Starck 2 provides countless attrac-

tive washing area solutions. (small image) The handrinse basin with semi-pedestal, 38 cm wide, e.g. for guest bathrooms 

and powder rooms. (top) The washbasin with pedestal, 65 cm wide, for the spacious private bathroom. The circular built-in 

washbasin (previous page) is an attractive alternative. With a diameter of 47,5 cm and an installation depth of just 18,5 cm, 

it is ideal for smaller bathrooms in particular.
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(top). The front view of the washbasin refl ects the unique geometric sweep of the Starck 2 lines, which echo the fl ow and 

movement of the water. The circular inner basin sits in a semi-oval, creating a large storage surface despite compact external 

dimensions. The 38 cm-wide handrinse basin (small image) is ideal for powder rooms.
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The Starck 2 range consistently follows the design principle of “fl owing water.” As with the washbasin and handrinse basin, the 

forms of the WC and bidet also feature the sweeping lines that are characteristic of the range. The WC and bidet are available 

as free-standing versions with visible cistern (left) and in two variants: fl oor-standing (small image) or wall-mounted (top) 
for concealed cisterns.

       More information about Starck 2

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 300/316/332

WonderGliss >page 263

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 180/244
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Even more top-quality Starck at a great value: there’s no doubt that, with the 

Starck 3 range of ceramics, Duravit has revolutionized the sanitary world. Starck 3 

brings design to a segment where it was once an untouched concept with a vast 

array of products that meet all needs and tastes. And – the range provides bet-

ter value for money than ever before. With more than 50 models and 64 variants, 

Starck 3 is one of Duravit’s most extensive bathroom ranges. So, it only seems 

right that a range that offers so much requires its own brochure to illustrate its 

numerous applications, examples, and references.

Design by Philippe Starck

Starck 3

You will fi nd detailed information in the latest Starck 3 

brochure, which can be ordered free of charge and is also 

available to download from www.duravit.co.uk

Frequently copied but never matched. The Starck 3 

range is and remains the measure of all things when it 

comes to design, variety and price.
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Thanks to the diverse Starck 3 range, designing an attractive washing area to meet individual needs and requirements couldn’t 

be easier. (left) The washbasin with practical and easy-care, attractive low back panel and ceramic semi-pedestal. (1) The 

extra wide furniture basin offers lots of storage space and is available in sizes 70, 85 and 105 cm – here with fl oor-standing 

pedestal. (2) A clean and tidy solution: Starck 3 as built-in washbasin (not shown: also available as variant for installation from 

below). (3) The semi-recessed washbasin with a striking shape and deep inside bowl. (4) Slims down for small bathrooms or 

cloakrooms: the handrinse basin with semi-pedestal.
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       More information about Starck 3

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 301/316/332

WonderGliss >page 263

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 180/244

1 2

3 4

There is also an extensive range of Starck 3 WCs with numerous variants: (left) The Vario fl oor-standing WC offers various

connection possibilities and fi ts fl ush against the wall. (small image) The Big Toilet sets new standards in terms of comfort. 

The Starck 3 urinals and the ceramic partitions are a hygienic addition, not only in public areas (small images below). (1) WC 

and bidet in the wall-mounted version or (2) in the compact version with short projection. (3) Floor-standing bidet and WC for 

in-wall cistern. (4) Floor-standing bidet and WC with ceramic cistern. 
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The basic architectural elements – the circle and the 

square – were the inspiration behind the Architec sanitary-

ware range, which is ideal for a wide variety of applications.

Architec
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The unusual diagonal cut of the Architec 

washbasin allows not only a generous 

storage surface but also more space in a 

smaller area

Design by Prof. Frank Huster
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1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

(1) Built-in washbasin with overfl ow. (2) Built-in washbasin with integrated tap panel. (3) Built-in washbasin without overfl ow. 

(4) Console basin 45 cm. (5) Console basin with integrated soap dispenser. (6) Console basin 50 cm. (7) Handrinse basin 36 

cm wide. (8) Washbasin, diagonal. (9) Corner washbasin. (small image) Built-in washbasin fi tted into the countertop from 

above.
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1. Hygienic fl ushing jet

2. Easy installation

3. Ceramic covered slotted waste

4. Sensor for fl ushing and cleaning programmes 

5. Solenoid valve controls water fl ow

6. Intelligent sensor

7. Programmable electronic control unit 

8. Waterproof battery compartment

9. Easy-clean urinal siphon

Version with classic rim

1

2

Originally developed for public areas, Architec shows what it’s made of: the “intelligent” urinal is available with classic 

fl ushing rim (1) or with fl ushing jet and easy-to-clean rim (2), with water inlet either from above or behind, or in a program-

mable electronic version. The form of the urinal proves particularly easy to clean. Extra practical for the operator: the interior 

siphon cartridge can be replaced quickly and easily from the front without dismantling the urinal. For all Architec urinals: 

District surveyor approval required.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

       More information about  Architec

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 281

WonderGliss >page 263
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Scola began its career in the classroom. Today, the washbasin is at home with people who value icons. In fact, Scola is the 

washbasin that has remained unchanged and included in the Duravit programme the longest. It is popular, for example, in 

the private bathroom or utility room: the circular, deep inside basin offers lots of space to wash one’s hands and the ceramic 

surrounds offer lots of storage space. The version with chrome support frame (small image) is a chic alternative to the wall-

mounted washbasin.

Scola
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       More information about Scola and Bagnella

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 297/284

WonderGliss >page 263

Bagnella
And now for something completely different: taking the traditional washbowl as its starting point, Sieger Design created this 

Bagnella basin – circular, simple and already a timeless  classic. The form of the console basin remains completely unadorned, 

while a broad, all-round rim serves as its striking feature. Bagnella can be combined with all types of consoles and counter-

tops. The small chrome ring (small image) that accompanies the basin provides an elegant connection and also facilitates 

cleaning.
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With the Bacino console washbasin, Duravit set a trend that continues unabated 

today. A small but attractive range, Bacino enables both modern and distinctive 

washing area solutions for private bathrooms, powder rooms and hotels. Bacino 

can be combined with the Fogo furniture range, as well as with other console ma-

terials, such as stone, concrete or glass mosaic.

Bacino
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43

(1, 4) The purely cylindrical, barrel-shaped Bacino console basin, with Fogo console, wall-mounted and with drawers below. 

46 cm high, 37 cm in diameter and a deep inside basin without tap panel and overfl ow make the basin particularly unique. The 

ceramic valve cover adds the ultimate fi nishing touch to the inside. (2, 3) The console basin in the “rectangular” variant with 

softened corners, also with furniture console. (right) Bacino as attractive double washing area solution.

1
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       More information about Bacino 

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 284

WonderGliss >page 263

Design by Duravit
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The name says it all: X-Large offers a tremendous amount of 

storage space and endless possibilities for bathroom design 

without appearing weighty. And despite its name, XL furniture 

offers great solutions for XS bathrooms too.

X-Large
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Every bathroom needs storage space. X-Large provides it in abundance while 

preserving the bathroom’s spaciousness. X-Large’s ingenious shape and special 

design features ensure that the furniture will always appear solid and durable 

while emanating a sense of buoyancy. This is thanks to its chic finishes, narrow 

consoles and furniture fronts made of translucent glass – all of which embody 

Duravit’s top-quality craftsmanship. A diverse product range consisting of a wide 

variety of dimensions and combinations, X-Large has just the right storage solu-

tion for every room and every style, from the large private bathroom to the small 

powder room. 

Design by Sieger Design
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(left) X-Large in White High gloss (lacquer). To achieve the typical gloss effect, the furniture is painted several times. This 

process also applies to the new Cappuccino High gloss fi nish (lacquer). The handles that extend along the entire width of the 

drawers and pull-out elements are a characteristic feature of the range. (top) Mirror and vanity unit, both 60 cm wide. The 

X-Large tall cabinet appears modern and lightweight thanks to its frosted glass door. X-Large looks particularly elegant in 

the Wenge (decor) wood fi nish, which creates a distinctive contrast to the aluminium handles.
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X-Large in the Oak Anthracite (real wood veneer) fi nish. High-quality wood grain with a protective melamine coating yields 

furniture that is waterproof and easy to care for. (below) A fl oating effect is created thanks to an invisible attachment: the 

practical wall board in widths 60, 80 and 120 cm. (right) The vanity units, crafted for consoles and panel tops, feature a com-

partment with glass shelf; the siphon remains concealed behind a rear wall but is still easily accessible.
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X-Large features a host of big ideas for small bathrooms. For example: (left) The 30-cm wide side cabinet with removable 

chrome basket for towels is ideal for the powder room. Shown here in Oak Anthracite (real wood veneer). (top) The handrin-

se basin vanity unit confi gurations with door or drawer with chrome basket make the guest bathroom or powder room even 

cozier; shown here in Teak (decor). The handrinse basins shown in both images are from the Vero range.
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Light, friendly, natural: this is the effect of X-Large in Natural Oak (real wood veneer). (left) The vanity unit with long exten-

ding drawer offers enough space for two. To match: the mirror cabinet in 120 cm width. (1) The inside of the drawer – with 

self-closing function and SoftClose technology – can be individually designed with glass dividers and containers. (2) Vanity 

unit with Starck 3 washbasin (80 cm width) and mirror cabinet. The integrated light strips ensure optimum illumination. (3) 
Aluminium handle. (4) In combination with the Vero furniture basin.
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X-Large is undoubdtedly eye-catching in the new Teak (decor) fi nish. The tall cabinet – available in widths 30, 40 and 50 cm 

– is tall and deep, yet compact. It creates plenty of modern-looking storage space for both larger and smaller bathrooms. 

When paired with wall boards, a side cabinet, washbasin vanity unit and mirror, X-Large creates an incredibly versatile and 

inviting bathroom.
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22 White High gloss (decor)

85 High gloss (lacquer)

04 Teak (decor)

83 Oak Natural 

(real wood veneer)

86 Cappuccino (lacquer)

84 Makoré 

(real wood veneer)

62 Oak Anthracite 

(real wood veneer)

28 Wengé (decor)

       More information about  X-Large

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 313

Overview of furniture finishes  >page 270

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 180/244
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Darling
Modern, uncomplicated, economical: Darling 

offers tremendous design at just the right 

price, making it ideal for a young family.
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The Daro bathtub is available in sizes 170 x 75 cm 

and 180 x 80 cm to match any room layout.
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Design by Sieger Design
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(1) Striking forms fused with modern technology: the wall-mounted WC for the in-wall cistern is available with washdown and 

washout fl ush and matching bidet. (2) The design idea behind the Darling washbasin is simply enchanting - modern but grace-

ful with its sweeping curves. Shown here in the in-wall version. (3) The washbasin with ceramic semi-pedestal, alternatively 

also available with fl oor-standing pedestal. Available in widths 55, 60, 65 and 70 cm. (4) Floor-standing WC and bidet in the 

exposed version with visible cistern. (small illustration) The Fizz urinal with cover matches the range. 

       More information about  Darling

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 286

WonderGliss >page 263

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 180/244
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1930 Series
Unashamedly nostalgic and yet timelessly modern: 

its octagonal design makes the 1930 Series a bathroom classic.
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Octagonal means having eight corners. Ingenious means creatively outstanding. The 1930 Series is both. The Duravit product 

range would be incomplete without this classic, which was designed in the Golden Era and presented to the public for the fi rst 

time in 1930. Over time, many charming pieces were added to 1930 Series to create the complete collection as we know it 

today. And yet, however consistently classic its look, 1930 Series epitomizes cutting-edge technology—as exemplifi ed by its 

wall-mounted bidet and WC (top).
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Just like the good old days: above all, the 1930 Series features skilled craftsmanship and consistent attention to detail. (1) The 

washbasin shape is the archetypical octagon, with sides that taper downwards. (2) Bidet and WC in the fl oor-standing version 

with ceramic cistern, available with 6-liter and dual-fl ush system. (right) The built-in bathtub, 180 x 80 cm.

1

2
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       More information about 1930 Series

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 275/317

WonderGliss >page 263

Bathtub >page 180
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Bathroom_Foster
When a top architect and designer like Norman Foster 

designs a bathroom range, it’s normal to expect something 

really special – like Bathroom_Foster.
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3 4

The oval is predominant in the Bathroom_Foster range, demonstrating consistency fused with fl exibility. (left) The basin 

is enthroned upon a console, the built-in washbasin, inserted from below, creates storage space (small image). (1) Floor-

standing bidet and WC with visible cistern. (2) Washbasin with ceramic semi-pedestal. (3) Floor-standing bidet and WC for 

in-wall cistern. (4) Wall-mounted bidet and WC.

       More information about Bathroom_Foster

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 289

WonderGliss >page 263

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 180/244
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#9700, 60 cm #9701, 80 cm #9707 built-in version, 100 cm # 9708 built-in version, 120 cm 

Multibox New

A mirror cabinet shows us our reflection, and this differs greatly from one bath-

room user to the next. Our tastes in and requirements for such items tend to 

differ just as much. The Multibox New range of mirror cabinets meets these 

requirements with individuality in both form and function. With the help of each 

individual element, anyone can put together his or her own unique mirror cabi-

net ensemble. In addition to the classic version, Multibox New is also available 

in a built-in version, which is ideal for narrower rooms and in combination with 

shallow washbasins. In both cases, it is possible to choose between four different 

widths and either a two or three-door version; all versions feature the soft-edge 

design.

Design by Duravit
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3

Attractive on the outside, fl exible on the inside: (left) The inside of Multibox New features glass shelves and a chrome rail. The 

insides of the doors are mirrored. (1) The base of the built-in version features a White Aluminium (decor) fi nish, which serves a 

dual purpose as all-encompassing cabinet frame. (2) The practical nightlight function. (3) The classic version features an open 

shelf with an optional socket. (4) The socket inside the cabinet can be used, for example, to plug in an electric toothbrush.

       More information about Multibox New

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 295

Overview of furniture finishes  >page 270

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 180/244
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Caro
When purity becomes an experience: 

reduced forms and a distinguishing sweeping 

movement make the Caro ceramic range ideal 

for elegant bathrooms.
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Design by Phoenix Design
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(left) Reduction yields profusion: thanks to the gentle sweeping movement of its generous basin form, the Caro range appears 

as elegant as it is modern. (1) The washbasin is available in widths of 60 cm, 70 cm and 90 cm, with a ceramic pedestal or 

semi-pedestal. (2) Wall-mounted bidet and WC, the latter of which features water-saving 6-liter technology. (3) Consistency 

with the built-in washbasin, too: small basin with lots of surrounding space. (4) Ideal for the guest bathroom and powder 

room: thanks to the slim-line dimensions of the handrinse basin with semi-pedestal, all available space is used, regardless of 

its compact size. (previous page) The fl oor-standing WC with ceramic cistern and inner plastic tank is particularly quiet and 

creates almost no condensation. It is a particularly ideal solution for warmer climatic regions.

1 2

43

       More information about Caro

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 285

WonderGliss >page 263

Bathtubs and shower trays >page 180/244
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Your very own 
home spa
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Everything about bathing, whirlpool 

and showering pleasure from Duravit.
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It may sound banal, but we want you to feel completely comfortable and relaxed, 

whenever possible – and we don’t want you to have to go find a public spa to 

achieve this. Rather, we want you to enjoy relaxation and comfort at home, in your 

own bathroom. This is why Duravit has developed bathtubs and wellness systems 

that leave nothing to be desired – neither in terms of function nor form. Like all 

Duravit collections, the bathtubs and wellness products comprise high quality 

materials, workmanship and functional finesse while exemplifying our inherent 

and intuitive feel for good design. Wellness for body and spirit, for the mind – and 

for the home: we hope you enjoy Duravit’s bathtubs and wellness systems.
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The centerpiece of the room: a free-standing 

bathtub from Duravit makes a true statement 

wherever it can be accommodated.

Free-standing 
bathtubs
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A confident statement: the free-standing PuraVida bathtub (200 x 100 cm) with acrylic panelling features simple, uninter-

rupted lines and soft rounded corners.
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(top) Not just pleasing to the eye: the minimalist Starck bathtub with apron, 180 x 80 cm, introduces new purity to the 

bathroom. Like all Duravit bathtubs made of high-quality sanitary acrylic, its warm surface feels pleasant to the touch, 

creating a feeling of relaxation right from the start. (previous page) The Happy D. bath with inviting bath panelling in American 

Cherry Tree (real wood veneer).

Philippe Starck bathtub 

with apron, 180 x 80 cm
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The free-standing Starck X bathtub makes a clear statement about design, luxury and wellness. Available in three versions: as 

one- or two-seater, with or without all-around water channel. With this version, the bathtub can be filled with water right up to 

the rim – a wonderful feeling for bathers, since the entire body becomes surrounded by water and warmth. The water channel 

is available with teak inserts (top) or with specially-treated stones (left) and optimum coloured lighting. Of course, the Starck X

bathtub is also available without water channel as free-standing bathtub with overflow.
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Flexible in terms of look and equipment: the bathtubs in the 2nd floor range are available in various sizes, ranging from 

160 x 70 cm to the two-seater 200 x 100 cm. Here, water is supplied via the Duravit tap pillar, which matches the bathtub 

furniture panels in the Ebony (real wood veneer) finish. The optional tray with book support (small illustration) proves parti-

cularly comfortable when reading in the bath. When it is not in use, the book support is fastened invisibly with magnets on the 

back of the tray.
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Happy D. bath 180 x 80 cm

with integrated panel.
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Back-to-wall bathtubs
Perhaps the most beautiful thing to be paired with 

a wall: a Duravit back-to-wall bathtub, available in 

many different forms, finishes and versions.
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3 4

2nd floor also offers lots of comfortable details in the back-to-wall version. (1) The innovative outlet, concealed by a sanitary 

acrylic cover, is opened and closed with a simple tap. Like the overflow (3), the optional waterfall tap (2) is integrated into the 

bathtub. (4) The ensemble comprising step and practical support doubles as a towel rail and offers comfort for every age. (right) 
With Ebony (real wood veneer) bathtub panelling. 
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Back-to-wall bathtubs
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The back-to-wall version of the Happy D. bathtub adopts the “D” of the range its design feature. With bathtub panelling in Ameri-

can Cherry Tree (real wood veneer), an inviting alternative to the molded apron made of sanitary acrylic. The furniture panelling 

is available in four wood tones to match the Happy D. bathroom furniture. It is simply slotted onto the bathtub and attached to the 

support frame with magnets. For maintenance purposes, the panelling is just as easy to remove.
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Back-to-wall bathtubs

(1) Taking a bath together can be fun, and also really comfortable – a nice option is the Starck two-seater, 200 x 100 cm, which 

features two backrests. The optional neck supports are fixed to the bathtub with suction pads. (2) The characteristic recess of 

the PuraVida bathtub (180 x 80 cm) is available with acrylic panelling in aluminium or with soft shimmering LED lighting (3).  
(4) As with the rest of the range, the sleek Vero rectangular tubs are eye-catching in terms of design. They are available in four 

sizes, ranging from 170 x 70 cm to 190 x 90 cm.

1 2

3 4
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Built-in bathtubs
We design the bathtub, you choose the trimmings: 

an attractive built-in bathtub from Duravit is the 

logical choice for all creative interior design ideas.
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1 2

(top) The Happy D. built-in bathtub, combined with a plinth of mosaic tiles. For design purists, the bathtub is available in the 

distinctive Happy D. form with high rim (1) and, alternatively, as a classic built-in version with low rim and rectangular outer 

contour (2).
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(top) The built-in bathtub from the Series 1930 with archetypical octagonal interior shape, sitting 

in a natural-stone plinth. The tap fitting sits on the rim of the bathtub. Like all Duravit built-in bath-

tubs, both bathtubs are available with integrated whirl system upon request.
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Built-in bathtubs

Starck built-in bathtub, 

rectangular, 200 x 100 cm

Starck built-in bathtub, 

rectangular, 170 x 70 cm 

The built-in rectangular bathtubs from the Starck range. Straight-lined, minimalist, reduced to the essentials – all to provide 

the bather with maximum comfort. (top) The one-seater with ergonomically tilted backrest at a 30°angle, here with optional 

neckrest. (small illustration) The Starck two-seater with dimensions 200 x 100 cm is extremely comfortable because it’s 

extremely spacious. Thanks to the tub’s form when it accommodates two backrests, the required water volume is significantly 

small, yet efficient.
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Not without reason, 2nd floor is regarded as an extensive and diverse range. There are also various built-in baths to choose 

from, shown here in dimensions 170 x 75 cm and combined with a tiled plinth. Like all Duravit built-in bathtubs, it is also 

available with integrated whirl system.
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Built-in bathtubs
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Corner baths
The corner bathtubs from Duravit make 

maximum use of the space in the bathroom. 

And if that’s not enough, they also look 

amazingly good! 
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Corner baths

With the Happy D. corner bath with integrated apron, the design is, once again, unmistakeable and harmonious. With variants 

for left and right-handed corner baths, the Happy D. tub is suitable for all architectural conditions. Its ergonomic backrest, 

which is angled at 30° creates soothing comfort while an optional, integrated whirlsystem promises an extra-relaxing bathing 

experience. The Happy D. corner baths are also available with furniture panelling and as built-in tubs.
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The reason behind the unusual design of the Paiova bathtub is comfort: its trapezoidal shape simply offers greater space for 

taking an enjoyable bath. Whether as a one-person bathtub (top), here with the American Walnut (real wood veneer) bath pa-

nelling, or as a comfortable two-seater for lying side by side (1-3). (1) It’s even more comfortable with the optional neckrest. 

(2) The step that matches the wood of the bathtub panelling makes it easier to get in and out. (3) The optional handle on the 

rim of the bathtub serves as an additional entry support.

Paiova is available as a one- or two-person bathtub. Design by EOOS.
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Extras that do you good. There’s one thing above all 

that you want to experience in the bath: relaxation – 

an effect that can be maximized with whirlpool and 

lighting systems from Duravit.
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Coloured light 

Mobile, easy to use, uncomplicated: the remote control can be used to operate all coloured lights in a Duravit bathtub. With 

a graphic, comprehensible design, operation is as easy as with a television. The difference is that the programmes are much 

better, more relaxing and have a more beneficial effect on the body. Waterproof and easy-care, the remote control withstands 

all bathing activities.
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The Starck whirlpool in action, remote controlled from the rim of the bathtub. A Duravit bathtub can be fitted with five different 

whirlpool systems, ranging from the “simple” air system with air jets on the base of the bath to the Combi-System L, which 

combines the individual air and jet systems (water jets installed on the side), jets for back, foot massage and a halogen spot-

light. Unlike the LED lights that are also available, the halogen light only truly comes into its own in combination with water.
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The Blue Moon bathtub, designed by Jochen Schmiddem. 

The positive effect of colour on the human psyche has been medically proven, while light is successfully used for therapy. 

Coloured light can also be used at home, in one’s own bathroom, for relaxation and to boost wellbeing. Duravit bathtubs with 

integrated coloured light and LED lights set into the sides of the bathtub create a tranquil, soothing atmosphere. Individual 

colour shades can be selected or they can be set to change subtly at regular intervals. Select from five different programmes.

Coloured light 
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1. Air nozzles 2. Jet nozzles

4. Lighting

Control unit

3. Rotojet nozzles3. Rotojet nozzles

1 2 3

(1) Air nozzles: pre-heated air bubbles surround the entire body to stimulate the circulation and relaxation of the nervous sys-

tem. (2) Jet nozzles: a mixture of water and air gently massages the back, thighs and calves. The bubbles stimulate the tissue 

under the skin, providing relief for muscular pain and tension. (3) Rotojet nozzles: rotating water-and-air massage nozzles 

gently massage shoulders, lumbar regions and feet to stimulate circulation, increase muscular function and strengthen the 

organism. (4) Halogen spotlight: this creates an even more pleasant bathroom atmosphere. (5) LED spotlight: White light, 

specific colours and light programmes can be both selected and dimmed via remote control. Unlike the halogen spotlight, the 

LED spotlight can also be used without water as additional atmospheric lighting.

4

5

Combi L control unit Combi E control unit

Air massage Jet massage Back massageFoot massage Coloured lights
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Air system. Pre-heated air from 12 (with Blue Moon, 24) air nozzles set into the base of 

the tub bubbles gently around the entire body.

Jet system. Six water-air nozzles arranged in the side wall create a beneficial massage 

effect. The intensity of the massage jet is regulated via an air controller on the rim of the 

bathtub.

Combi-System P. The positive action of the air-and-jet system is combined in the Combi-

System P. In addition, the Combi-System P is fitted with two rotating foot massage jets. 

It is operated via two pneumatic switches and one air controller fitted onto the rim of the 

bathtub.

Combi-System E. The Combi-System E electronic control offers special comfort. The mas-

sage intensity of the air and jet system is regulated independently via an integrated con-

trol panel. The standard equipment also includes an electronic dry run protection. The 

Combi-System E can be individually extended to include the additional modules for back 

and foot massage, temperature, hygiene management and light.

Combi-System L. When touched, the control unit lights up in blue. The air and jet systems, 

which are included, halogen spotlights (with Blue Moon, two spots) and the back and foot 

massage jets are all easy and convenient to operate from the compact panel. The stan-

dard equipment also includes an electronic dry run protection. The Combi-System L can 

be individually extended to include the additional coloured light as LED spotlight (p. 210), 

temperature L and automatic UV hygiene management modules.

UV hygiene managementLight Hygiene managementTemperature Temperature L

Whirl comfort
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Seadream

1635 x 1100 mm

More information is available 

from page 329

Seadream

1635 x 1100 mm

More information is available 

from page 329

Starck

1800 x 800 mm

More information is available 

from page 332

Starck

1900 x 900 mm

More information is available 

from page 333

  for 1 person       for 2 people

Daro

1800 x 800 mm

Happy D.

1800 x 800 mm

with integrated panel

More information is available 

from page 323

Happy D.

1800 x 800 mm

high rim

More information is available 

from page 323

Happy D.

1800 x 800 mm

More information is available 

from page 321

Paiova

1700 x 1000 mm

More information is available 

from page 324

Paiova

1700 x 1300 mm

1800 x 1400 mm

More information is available 

from page 325

Paiova

1700 x 1300 mm

1800 x 1400 mm

More information is available 

from page 324

PuraVida

1700 x 750 mm

More information is available 

from page 326

Starck X

1800 x 900 mm

2320 x 1420 mm*

More information is available 

from page 330

Starck X

1800 x 900 mm

2320 x 1420 mm*

More information is available 

from page 330

Sundeck

1900 x 900/1000 mm 

2000 x 1000 mm **

2105 x 1200 mm ***

More information is available 

from page 336

Sundeck

1900 x 900/1000 mm 

2100 x 900/1000 mm

2000 x 1000 mm **

2105 x 1200 mm ***

2200 x 1000 mm **

2305 x 1200 mm ***

More information is available 

from page 335

2nd fl oor

1600 x 700 mm

1700 x 700 mm

1700 x 750 mm

More information is available 

from page 317

2 x 3

1900 x 900 mm

2000 x 1000 mm

2nd fl oor

1800 x 800 mm

1900 x 900 mm

2000 x 1000 mm

More information is available 

from page 317

1930 Series

1800 x 800 mm

More information is available 

from page 317
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Starck

1500 x 700 mm

1500 x 750 mm

1600 x 700 mm

More information is available 

from page 332

Starck

1700 x 700 mm

1700 x 750 mm

1700 x 800 mm

1700 x 900 mm

More information is available 

from page 332

Starck

1800 x 800 mm

1800 x 900 mm

1900 x 900 mm

2000 x 1000 mm

More information is available 

from page 332

Starck X

1800 x 900 mm

2320 x 1420 mm*

More information is available 

from page 330

*  With water channel and specially treated stones or wooden inserts, 2320 x 1420 mm
** Built-in version incl. support frame
*** Built-in version incl. rail-mount system

Paiova

1700 x 1000 mm

More information is available 

from page 324

Happy D.

1800 x 800 mm

More information is available 

from page 321

Happy D.

1800 x 800 mm

More information is available 

from page 321

Happy D.

1800 x 800 mm

More information is available 

from page 322

PuraVida

1700 x 750 mm

More information is available 

from page 326

PuraVida

2000 x 1000 mm

with integrated panel

More information is available 

from page 327

PuraVida

1800 x 800 mm

More information is available 

from page 326

PuraVida

2000 x 1000 mm

lay-on version

More information is available 

from page 327

Vero

1700 x 700 mm

1700 x 750 mm

More information is available 

from page 338

Vero

1700 x 700 mm

1700 x 750 mm

More information is available 

from page 338

Vero

1800 x 800 mm

1900 x 900 mm

More information is available 

from page 338

Sundeck

2100 x 1400 mm

2200 x 1400 mm ** 

More information is available 

from page 337

Daro

1700 x 700 mm

1700 x 750 mm

2nd fl oor

2100 x 900 mm

More information is available 

from page 317

Blue Moon

1400 x 1400 mm

More information is available 

from page 320

Blue Moon

1800 x 1800 mm

More information is available 

from page 320

Baths - in great shape
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Sundeck
An all-in-one bathtub, lounger and wellness source: 

Sundeck for twice the amount of relaxation – both 

indoors and outdoors.
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In the bathroom, in the living room or on the terrace… designed by EOOS, 

Sundeck can be set up wherever there is a hot water connection. The practical 

cover keeps the bathwater at a desirable temperature. But there’s more: it folds 

together to become a comfortable headrest and can be closed to create a relaxing 

lounger.   

Design by EOOS
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Sundeck
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The free-standing version of Sundeck is available as a single-seater (190 x 

90 cm) and two-seater with two sloping backrests (210 x 90 cm). Tub panel-

ling is available in a choice of eight real wood or wood decor veneers.
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1 2

3 4

(1) The upholstered cover folded together to form a headrest. (2) The whirlpool and colour 

programmes can be operated by remote control. (3) The hand-sewn white cushions and neck 

rolls make for additional comfort. (4) An upholstered white fabric step (109 x 28 x 14 cm) makes 

it easier to get into the bath. (small picture) When Sundeck is installed outdoors, a tarpaulin 

keeps the tub and the water clean.
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       More information about Sundeck

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 335

Overview of furniture finishes  >page 270

Extras that do you good >page 206

Bathtub features  >page 266

For those who prefer to install the tub in their 

own unique way, Sundeck is available as a built-

in tub, shown here as a two-seater with two 

sloping backrests, 190 x 90 cm. A single-seater, 

190 x 90 cm, and an XL two-seater, 210 x 90 cm, 

are also available as built-in versions. 

And for those who would like to experience 

something more when bathing, the optional 

Duravit whirlpool systems and LED coloured 

lights are available for all versions. (small pic-
ture) Sundeck as a lounger with closed cover. 
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Simply spacious: Sundeck as pool. With dimen-

sions 210 x 140 cm, it offers lots of space for 

enjoying bathing with friends. 
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1 2

3 4

(1) The Sundeck pool has three whirl cycles for perfect wellness: Power, Relax and Emotion, the latter with the new Durapearl 

nozzles – only water, only air or a mixture of water and air that creates a gently bubbling surface. (2) A control panel is con-

cealed beneath a fl ap at the side. The settings for the whirl and underwater coloured light programmes can be set here. (3) 
The pool enjoyment can be controlled via a waterproof remote control. (4) So all you have to do is lie back and relax…
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       More information about Sundeck Pool

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 337

Overview of furniture finishes >page 270

Pool systems >page 238

(1) In spite of its size (2100 x 1400 mm), the Sundeck Pool remains true to Duravit design standards. The bathtub panelling is 

available either in real wood or a wood veneer fi nish. The pool is available as a corner, wall or free-standing version. Without 

the pool system it can be supplied as a built-in version with variable tub support. (2) When the pool is not being used it can 

be covered over to create a comfortable fl at sundeck with hinged headrest. 

1

2
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Blue Moon
Blue Moon is the ultimate in feel-good 

bathing — and a high-quality design object.
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The more water, the more room, the more depth…the better. With its square 

body and circular tub and an immersion depth of 510 mm, the elegant Blue Moon 
tub embodies design in its purest form. Immerse yourself completely in water 

coloured with light. Because only the user’s back touches the tub, a feeling of 

pleasant floating weightlessness takes over – and this becomes even more pro-

nounced in the larger version of Blue Moon.

Design by Jochen Schmiddem
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       More information about Blue Moon

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 320

Overview of furniture finishes >page 270

Extras that do you good >page 206

Bathtub features  >page 266

(left) Blue Moon with acrylic panelling with Teak shelf and optional Teak bench with stainless steel clothing rail. In addition 

to the free-standing version there are also corner and back-to-wall versions. (1) Convenient accessory: the comfortable neck 

support. (2) For purists: Blue Moon as a bathtub without whirlpool system. (3) The whirlpool tub in action, shown here with 

Ash Olive (real wood veneer) panelling. (4) The optional Teak bench with practical support and clothing rail.
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Blue Moon Pool, 180 x 180 cm. 

Shown here with bathtub panelling in Teak decor.
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(top) The Blue Moon pool is available in sizes 140 x 140 cm or 180 x 180 cm. (left 1) The upholstered cover serves a dual 

function as a shelf, seat or lounger. (2) The generous depth of 50 cm enhances the “fl oating” effect – allow yourself to be 

carried away. (3) Comfort can be individually controlled via the waterproof remote control with functions such as underwater 

coloured light and the Power, Relax and Emotion cycles, which operate either separately or in parallel. (4) When the cover is 

no longer required, it can be stored away in the compact, pull-out holder at the side.
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       More information about Blue Moon Pool

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 320

Overview of furniture finishes  >page 270

Pool systems >Seite 238

(top) It doesn’t always have to be in the bathroom: the free-standing Blue Moon pool is also suitable for installation in conserva-

tories or on the terrace. Either way, it is also available in all variants as bathtub without pool functions. (left) Instead of wood, 

the Blue Moon pool is also available with acrylic panelling. A holder for the cover, a foot rest and separate bench are all practical 

options. Like the wooden inserts, these are also available in the new material Teak (decor).
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The Duravit (1) Blue Moon and (2) Sundeck pools leave nothing to be desired. Neither in terms of design: the water nozzles are 

available in two colours or quite simply in white. Nor in terms of function: three whirl cycles ensure bubbling bathing pleasure 

and can also be combined with coloured underwater lights. All programmes are operated via a waterproof remote control.

Power cycle  
2 powerful nozzles in the side panel

2 powerful nozzles to massage the back

Coloured light  
10 LED spotlights with 6 fixed colours 

and 5 colour programmes

Emotion cycle 
24 Durapearl nozzles arranged in 

a radial pattern

Control panel

Relax cycle 
6 adjustable back massage nozzles

4 rotating foot massage nozzles

Power cycle  
2 powerful nozzles to massage the back

3 nozzles in the side panel 

4 rotating foot massage nozzles

Coloured light  
5 LED spotlights with 6 fixed colours and 

5 colour programmes

Emotion cycle  
24 Durapearl nozzles

Control panel

Relax cycle  
4 rotating foot massage nozzles  

3 nozzles in the side panel

6 adjustable back massage nozzles

1

2
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Pool colour programmes

Energy. In combination with the “Colour Splash” programme 1, users can look forward 

to a lively experience. With this programme, the invigorating effect of the pure air 

bubbles released by the Emotion cycle is particularly benefi cial.

Balance. Combined with the “Rainbow” colour programme 2, the Relax cycle and the 

bubbling air-and-water mix of the Emotion cycle help to restore your equilibrium.

Awakening. This programme is particularly recommended in the mornings because, in 

combination with the “Sunrise” colour programme 3, it gradually increases the massage 

intensity to prepare your body for the day ahead.

Revival. Select this whirl programme at the end of a busy day, after work or simply to 

relax; it is ideal in combination with the “Sunset” colour programme 4. It starts with an 

energetic Power cycle massage and ends with the pure water jet of the Emotion cycle.

Fitness. The “Light pulse” colour programme 5 offers a colourful mix of the different 

cycles. This programme refl ects the diversity of the different cycles.

Duravit pool cycles

Emotion cycle. Combines 3 functions and offers just the right combination or whirl func-

tion to suit every mood. The bubbling, foaming bath with a mixture of water and air is 

relaxing. The system that just uses air is invigorating and revitalising. The fi ne water jets 

create a gentle tingling sensation.

Relax cycle. Depending on the shape of the tub, nozzles arranged in different layouts pro-

vide a mild, gentle massage for the muscles on either side of the spine and are combined 

with the whirling jets from the rotojets for an effective foot massage. This cycle is all 

about lying back, relaxing and leaving worries and cares behind.

Power cycle. Muscular tension is common in the upper back and shoulder area. The large 

power jets ensure a powerful massage of the shoulder blades and the shoulder itself. 

Depending on the shape of the tub, the shoulder massage is combined with massage 

nozzles in the lumbar area or with a powerful foot and side massage.
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Seadream
Shower and bathtub without compromise: 

Seadream offers a particularly large 

amount of space and is spacious enough 

to act as both shower and comfortable 

bathtub.
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(1) A corner yields comfort: thanks to its innovative geometry – larger surface and, in the lower part, vertical backrests – with 

a length of just 163,5 cm, Seadream offers a generous standing area for showering and maximum comfort when bathing. 

(2) The step facilitates access. (3) The real-glass shower partition can be swivelled 180°. (right) Although visually compact, 

Seadream offers the same bathing comfort as a larger bathtub: it is possible to stretch out and enjoy a bathtub that is a won-

derful 480 mm deep.

2

3

1
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Design by Jochen Schmiddem

       More information about  Seadream

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 329

Extras that do you good >page 206

Bathtub features  >page 266
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Shower trays
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The models from the Starck range show just how a shower tray can become a design object. Clear and minimalist lines that 

are aesthetically refreshing and meet all practical requirements. The Starck shower trays are available as built-in models in 

sizes ranging from 80 x 80 cm to 180 x 90 cm and are suitable for showering together in comfort but also for use with just 

one shower unit (left). The inserts made of solid Teak are an attractive option (top).
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1

2

Contemporary forms for contemporary needs: the PuraVida shower tray is availa-

ble in two different dimensions, in 90 x 90 cm or 120 x 80 cm (small images),
both with and without apron (1, 2). It offers customised showering fun for all 

needs and all architectures.
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Zero height, zero problem. Flush fi tting shower trays are appreciated by design-conscious bathroom users. In the past, such 

shower trays had a tendency to pose installation challenges. Now, Duravit has introduced its solution – which allows for installa-

tion after fl oor tiles have been set. A height-adjustable frame makes it possible to achieve a perfectly-suited space for the tray, 

while its outlet can be precisely positioned by means of a template. A new and completely watertight drain system prevents the 

possibility of water damage and if need be, the tray can be removed later to provide access for servicing.

All Duravit shower trays are also 

available with the special, transparent, 

anti-slip coating.
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The 2nd fl oor shower trays, designed by Sieger Design, are available as built-in versions or, on request, with wood panelling 

in 4 different fi nishes. All variants are available in sizes from 80 x 80 cm to 180 cm x 90 cm.  
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* Also available with furniture panelling   

** Starck X wooden inserts are available for these shower trays

       More information about shower trays 

All dimensions and order numbers  

2nd floor >page 319

Flush Fitting Shower Tray  >page 328

PuraVida / Starck >page 326/333

Starck**
900 x 750 mm

900 x 800 mm

800 x 1000 mm

900 x 1000 mm

800 x 1200 mm

900 x 1200 mm

1000 x 1200 mm

Starck**
800 x 800 mm

900 x 900 mm

1000 x 1000 mm

Starck**
1400 x 700 mm

1400 x 750 mm

1400 x 900 mm

1500 x 700 mm

1500 x 750 mm

1600 x 700 mm

1600 x 750 mm

1600 x 900 mm

1700 x 750 mm

1700 x 900 mm

1800 x 900 mm

Starck
900 x 900 mm

1000 x 1000 mm**

2nd fl oor*
1200 x 800 mm

1400 x 900 mm

1800 x 900 mm

2nd fl oor*
800 x 800 mm

900 x 900 mm

1000 x 1000 mm

2nd fl oor*
1000 x 800 mm

1000 x 900 mm

1200 x 1000 mm

Starck
900 x 900 mm

1000 x 1000 mm

Flush fi tting Shower Tray 
800 x 800 mm

900 x 900 mm

1000 x 1000 mm

1200 x 1200 mm

Flush fi tting Shower Tray 
900 x 750 mm

900 x 800 mm

1000 x 800 mm

1000 x 900 mm

1200 x 800 mm

1200 x 900 mm

1200 x 1000 mm

1400 x 750 mm

1400 x 900 mm

1600 x 900 mm

PuraVida 
1200 x 800 mm

PuraVida 
900 x 900 mm
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Showers are great, of course, but the Multi-functional Shower from Duravit is 

revolutionary in form, function and effect. Designed by Jochen Schmiddem, it is 

reminiscent of a luxury getaway. Pure wellness – in all facets – awaits the user 

behind a real glass partition. The massage and steam shower functions are op-

erated by remote control. An incredibly enjoyable experience, the multifaceted 

Multi-functional Shower provides freedom of movement whether one showers 

alone or with a partner or wants to sit or lie down on the comfortable, water-

resistant wooden benches. The inviting wooden slats are water-resistant too.

Design by Jochen Schmiddem

In the realm 
of the senses
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(1) The large fl ood showerhead streams a warm rainshower from above. (2) The 10 massage jets can be set to a pressure of 

up to 4 bar to provide a professional massage of the shoulders, back and lumbar region. (3) The integrated Kneipp hose for 

alternate hot and cold rinses invigorates the blood circulation and metabolism and purifi es the system. (4) The stream from 

the surge head refreshes like a small waterfall. 

1 2

43
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Massage on/off
5 combinable massage programmes 

with 5 double jets and a surge head.

Surge head on/off
Creates a waterfall shower effect.

Steam on/off
The generator produces benefi cial 

steam at the touch of a button with 

fi ve programmes to control the 

duration and temperature.

Massage intensity, duration 

of steam bath, dimming of 

halogen light, speed of coloured 

light sequence.

Programme (massage, 

coloured light, steam)

Coloured light
The coloured light module 

(optional) offers fi ve preset light 

sequences or a single colour.

Twin massage jets on/off, 

programme selection.

Halogen light on/off
Two dimmable halogen spots provide 

a pleasant atmosphere.

       More information about the Multi-functional Shower

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 343

Bathtub features  >page 266
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Inipi
The sauna for the bathroom and the living area: thanks 

to its ingenious layout and lots of transparency, the Inipi 

sauna module harmonises with the atmosphere of both 

the bathroom and the living area.
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The idea of healthy sweating first emerged in Asia as many as 5000 years ago. 

From there, it spread to Europe and the New World, where the original inhabitants 

of North America developed their own take on it: “Inipi”, a sweat lodge in which 

hot stones were used to generate the necessary heat. Inspired by this ancient 

form of sauna, the EOOS design team developed an innovative sauna concept for 

Duravit – compact, transparent and inviting. Inipi’s fully glazed front is incredibly 

chic and particularly effective in the bathroom and living area.  

Design by EOOS
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Thanks to its ingenious layout, the compact cabin also offers sauna users plenty of space. The large glass front creates a 

light, airy atmosphere and further enhances the sense of space. The sitting and lying areas, as well as the fl oor, wall and 

ceiling covering, are made of natural wood. The feeling of calm, clarity and relaxation is supported by the LED coloured light, 

the “invisible” loudspeaker with radio, and the AUX and USB connection together with pre-programmed light-sound-climate 

scenarios.
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A remote control unit that looks and feels like a stone – an ode to the traditional Inipi – is available. (2) The sauna’s functions 

can also be controlled using a display fi tted behind a fl ap on the outside of the unit. The heater and water pouring container 

are integrated into the sauna module but remain concealed behind a panel (1). The Inipi sauna is available in two different 

widths with the addition of the Inipi Ama shower module as a truly refreshing option. (left + 3).

       More information about Inipi

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 339

Overview of furniture finishes  >page 270

1

2 3
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Comfort 450 mm

A wealth of ideas

Washdown technology is the fl ushing technology associated with the lowest amount 

of unpleasant odors. 

The fl oor-standing washout WC with Vario outlet were designed for a wide variety 

of different connection types and dimensions. Whether vertical or horizontal out-

let, almost all connections are easy to install.

Holds and holds and holds… Duravit’s patented Durafi x attachment system is 

particularly quick and easy to install and also completely invisible. It is used with 

many wall-mounted WCs and bidets, including the Starck X and Starck 1 ranges.

The Comfort wall-mounted WC with raised seating position offers real progress 

in terms of comfort. At 50 mm higher than standard WCs, it can be installed 

without modifying the inlet and outlet and offers both the tall and the elderly 

greater comfort when sitting and standing up.

The target fl y positioned 

in the urinal encourages a 

more accurate aim.
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460 mm

Semi-pedestal attachment. Thanks to the quick-fi tting system, almost all 

Duravit semi-pedestals can be easily fi tted to their matching washbasins and 

handrinse basins. And, thanks to the simple and sensible attachment technology, the 

semi-pedestal fi ts fl ush against the washbasin and wall.

Glazed flushing rim. All Duravit WCs are fitted with a glazed and easy-care 

flushing rim, which prevents the accumulation of dirt and residue and guar-

antees the optimum flow of water over the entire flushing surface.

When space is at a premium. The Duraplus compact wall-mounted toilet with a 

minimum projection of 46 cm, the compact wall-mounted toilet from the Starck 3 

range with a projection of 48,5 cm and the new D-Code wall-mounted toilet with 

a projection of 48 cm.

Dual Flush. With the two-volume technology (3 or 6 liters), a household of four 

can save more than 40,000 liters of water/year.  Press the small button for the 

small fl ush volume. A minimum fl ushing volume washes away liquid waste in 

a clean and hygienic manner. If you wish to use the full water volume, simply 

press the large button. 

A gentle tap is all it takes and the WC seat lowers automatically 

and closes gently and quietly. SoftClose is available as standard 

with the 2nd floor, Starck X, Vero and Starck 1 WCs, as well as 

with many other ranges.

Washbasins, WCs, bidets and urinals treated with 

WonderGliss stay clean and attractive longer. After 

the initial fi ring, WonderGliss is baked into the ce-

ramic by means of a special method. 
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Please handle with care. We think that life is loud enough. This is why Duravit 

uses SoftClose technology – an automatic closure system with end damper – 

which ensures that drawers close smoothly and quietly. The drawers are braked 

to the last 10 cm and then close automatically. And that’s not all: even if you in-

advertently use a little too much force when opening or closing the drawer, it will 

still come to a slow and gentle stop.

Three cheers for craftmanship. Technologically-advanced features are certainly 

coveted when it comes to new bathroom furniture. What makes Duravit products 

unique, though, is the fact that all fi nishing touches on these pieces are per-

formed by hand. The care that Duravit applies to the manufacture of its products 

is also refl ected in the ongoing, meticulous quality controls that are carried out 

both during and after completion of all manufacturing stages, including: inspec-

tion of incoming goods, production, fi nal inspection, functional testing.

Precision work. It’s important that furniture subjected to great wear and tear is 

made with the highest precision. In a damp environment like the bathroom, every 

millimeter counts. Duravit bathroom furniture is characterized by high precision 

and careful craftsmanship. A defi ned miter joint (the right-angled connection be-

tween two parts) signifi cantly increases the stability of the furniture. The use of a 

special adhesive protects against water.

It’s like magic! Everyone knows what it feels like when your hands are wet – or 

even worse, dirty – and you have to switch on the light. This is no longer an issue 

thanks to the Duravit mirror with integrated lighting. Specially-developed for use 

in the bathroom, the mirror with integrated lighting features a sensor control 

that activates the light when it detects hand movement. A fantastic idea: light 

controlled like magic – and no more dirty light switches. Mirrors/mirror cabinets 

with sensor control are available for the 2nd fl oor, Fogo and Starck X ranges.

What fantastic furniture!
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Functionality included. What does a product have to be able to do? How is it 

possible to create order? What makes life in the bathroom easier? These are all 

questions that Duravit addresses when developing its bathroom furniture – and 

questions that are easily answered by the fi nished products. No area is unused, 

maximum storage space is offered – and there are myriad solutions for bathroom 

toiletries, the hairdryer, and pesky cables. 

Don’t get caught in the dark! For Duravit, optimum light management also 

includes non-glare lighting. e-mirror features special refl ectors that allow light 

to shine at the most comfortable angle, ensuring ideal lighting without glare. 

Inside the cabinets, illuminated glass shelves (e.g. with Fogo) or fl uorescent tubes 

(e.g. e-cabinet) also ensure premium, non-glare lighting.

Everything in its place! Fully extendible and removable without tools, the draw-

ers in Duravit bathroom furniture not only enable the user to make maximum use 

of their interiors, they also facilitate cleaning. Many pieces of furniture from the 

2nd floor, Fogo, Happy D. and X-Large ranges come standard with interior draw-

ers that feature clever plastic box compartments and individually adjustable glass 

divisions. This creates more space, provides added practicality and allows for easy 

maintenance.

As if asleep. There’s no getting around the fact that some of us have to get out 

of bed during the night to answer the call of nature. However, one thing we 

can control during those wee small hours is the amount of light we use to 

illuminate our path to the bathroom. “Night mode,” a practical feature integrated 

into many of Duravit’s illuminated mirrors and mirror cabinets, allows users to do 

just that: it lights the way to the bathroom during the night without being overly-

bright or imposing. And, a key benefit: this feature saves valuable energy.
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Bathtubs in detail

Natural beauty. The Duravit universal bathtub panelling with wood fi nish is a 

particularly attractive idea. Held in place via the innovative EasyClick (small 
illustration) connection system, it can be easily removed at any time, e.g. for 

maintenance or repair work. Offered in different wood fi nishes, the panelling is 

available for installation in corners, niches and in front of the wall for bathtubs 

from the Starck, Vero and 2nd fl oor ranges.

Two bathtubs with generous depth. Anyone who enjoys taking a bath knows it’s 

most enjoyable when you’re deeply – and comfortably – submerged in the water. 

This is why Duravit offers very deep bathtubs. Seadream is 480 mm deep and 

Blue Moon is an amazing 510 mm deep – and each guarantee that the entire body 

is deeply submerged during a bath. The Blue Moon bathtub overfl ow is covered by 

a clever wood or acrylic insert.

Let there be coloured light! Colour has a considerable impact on our sense of 

wellbeing. As such, there are even more benefi ts to enjoying coloured under-

water light in Duravit bathtubs and whirlpools fi tted with LED spotlights. White 

light, six colours and fi ve light programmes can be both selected and dimmed via 

remote control. With the Combi-L whirlpool system, it is possible to select either 

a continuous colour or a combination of all colours via the control panel on the 

bathtub’s rim.

Modelled after nature. The waterfall tap for the 2nd fl oor range is a good 

example of how wellness and nature are related – and also an example of how 

attractive functionality can look. A simple right angle, harmoniously integrated 

into the bevel, allows the water to fl ow in a broad, fl at surge into the bathtub. And 

it’s no coincidence that it evokes images of a waterfall in untouched nature.

Thanks to the all-round water channel with 

pure Teak wooden insert, it doesn’t matter 

at all if water flows over the Starck X rim.
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Overflows are allowed. The all-around overfl ow rim on the Sundeck and Starck X 

bathtubs offers a particularly pleasant and carefree bathing experience. Like a 

moat running around its perimeter, the overfl ow channel allows for water to be 

fi lled to the very top of the bathtub. Completely immersed in wonderfully warm 

water, the bather only has to switch off, dream and enjoy the bath…because after 

all, it doesn’t matter if it overfl ows!

Plugs. The old bath plug is an element of the past. Thanks to the push-open 

technology from Duravit, the drain outlet is opened and closed via a simple tap of 

the foot. Duravit offers baths with push-open technology for Sundeck, Starck X, 

Blue Moon and 2nd fl oor ranges, the latter of which features an “invisible” outlet 

since it is covered with a sanitary acrylic insert. 

Multi-functional. The cover is what makes the free-standing, mobile Sundeck 

bathtub so special. Sundeck is covered in high-quality marine-like fabric (custom-

ary in yacht-building) that serves several functions, including keeping the bath-

water warm until you climb in. Folded back, the cover provides the bather with a 

comfortable headrest. Folded out, it becomes a relaxation deck and storage shelf. 

And—all this comes complete in an elegant, maritime look. Welcome aboard!!

Would you like a massage? There’s nothing better than a good massage – in 

the Duravit Multi-functional Shower. 10 massage jets with a force of up to 4 bar 

operate within a closed water circuit with a 40-l reservoir. Individually controlled 

or set to one of fi ve different programmes, the user can enjoy a powerful water 

massage that stimulates the circulation and refreshes the entire body. 
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2nd floor

Fogo 

Happy D.

PuraVida  

Starck 1

Starck X

X-Large

Duravit ceramic ranges 

Duravit furniture ranges 
Vanity units for 

furniture washbasins

                                                                   
Furniture washbasins                                          

Furniture washbasin from the Happy D. range
Washbasin vanity unit from the Happy D. range

� Recommended combination possibilities

Furniture washbasin from the Starck 3 range
Washbasin vanity unit from the X-Large range

Furniture washbasin from the Starck 3 range
Washbasin vanity unit from the X-Large range

Washbasin vanity units for furniture washbasins. The vanity units are designed to fit 

furniture washbasins. Together, the washbasin and vanity unit form a harmonious 

whole. The combinations of furniture washbasins with matching vanity units offer 

generous surrounds on the edge of the basin and lots of storage space.

What fits where?
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Console basin from the Vero range
Washbasin vanity unit from the Fogo range
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X-Large
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Fogo

Fogo (>36 cm)
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PuraVida 
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Duravit ceramic ranges 

Duravit furniture ranges 
Vanity units for  

console basins

Furniture consoles 

for console basins / built-in washbasins

Console basins                             
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Console basin from the Bacino range
Washbasin vanity unit from the X-Large range

Built-in washbasins

Console basins series Starck 1

Washbasin vanity units and consoles for console basins. Washbasin vanity units 

and consoles for console basins. When paired with a vanity unit, console basins 

provide a modern alternative to the traditional washbasin.  The bowls and basins 

introduce individuality into the bathroom, while the matching washbasin vanity unit 

offers space for all bathroom necessities and toiletries while maintaining generous 

“surround” space.
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Colours and structures may deviate from those shown. 

Wood samples for the respective range are available from your local specialist dealer.

Surfaces real wood veneer

A veneer comprises thin slices of wood that are produced either by sawing, cutting or peeling the trunk of a tree. They are then 

adhered to a substrate. As with every tree, each real wood veneer is a unique piece of nature. Every piece of veneered furniture is 

thus unique and the differences in structure and colour indicate the distinctiveness of the materials used. With their great aesthetic 

appeal, real wood veneers give our bathroom furniture a high-quality look and are also warm and pleasant to the touch. To ensure 

that this remains so for a long time to come, the surface of the wood is also protected with a layer of melamine resin.
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Surfaces decor / lacquer

Lacquer
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Wood decor consists of a natural-looking decor layer soaked in melamine resin and several support layers. These are compressed to 

form a robust surface that is light and UV-resistant, as well as easy to clean. The ABS profi le is attached to protect the edges; it is scratch- 

and impact-resistant. The wood decor is machine-made to guarantee that it will retain its look for years to come. Painted surfaces have 

several layers of paint to guarantee a particularly high-quality look and fi nish.
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F = Front, K= Body, A= Countertops; Colours and structures may deviate from those shown. 

Wood samples for the respective range are available from your local specialist dealer.
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Ceramic / metal colours
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Ceramic colours
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Metal finishes

00 White 10 Chrome 35 Platin Aluminium
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If you have any questions, need help with planning or simply want to find out 

more about Duravit, please contact your local specialist dealer. You will find a list 

of dealers who stock Duravit products on our website, however, we’re also happy to 

send you a copy of the list. For any further information please contact Duravit UK 

Limited, Phone +44 845 500 7787, Fax +44 845 550 7786, info@uk.duravit.com,

www.duravit.co.uk

Fancy a new bathroom?
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Duravit UK Limited
Unit 7, Stratus Park · Brudenell Drive
Brinklow, Milton Keynes · MK10 0DE
Phone +44 845 500 7787
Fax +44 845 550 7786
info@uk.duravit.com 
www.duravit.co.uk
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